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State of Appraisal  

– Ranks of appraisers on the decline

– Decline is most precipitous in residential

– 23 percent reduction since peak in 2007

– AI projecting another 20-25 percent reduction in 

next 5-10 years

– Causes include uncertain business climate, 

economics, over-regulation, alternative 

valuations, industry demographics

– Most concerning is the low level of interest in 

entering profession



Active Appraisers
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Age of Appraisers



Federal Regulatory

• Post Financial Crisis Rules 
– Interim Final Rule on Appraisal Independence

– Higher Priced Mortgage Loans

– Equal Opportunity Credit Act amendments

– AMC Minimum Requirements

– Integrated Mortgage Disclosures (TRID)

– Asset Backed Securities 

• Guidelines Relating to Appraisal
– Advisory - Use of Evaluations in Real Estate-Related Financial Transactions

– Statement on Prudent Risk Management for Commercial Real Estate Lending

– Third Party Relationships

– 2010 Interagency AEG



Federal Regulatory

Completed:

TILA 

• Appraiser independence

– Reasonable & Customary Fees – could be revisited 

• Appraisal requirements for HPMLs

• Mandatory reporting

FIRREA related

• Appraiser national registry fees

• AMC minimum requirements

• Reciprocity (ASC Policy)



Federal Regulatory

Completed:

ECOA 

• Free copy of appraisals and other valuations three 

days prior to closing



Federal Regulatory

Completed:

USDA-Business & Industry Guarantee Loan 

Program

• Raised appraisal threshold from $100K-$250K on 

collateral to be released, and from $200K-$250K 

on collateral to be liquidated. 



Federal Regulatory

Completed:

Department of Labor-Conflicts of Interest Rule
• In previous proposals, DOL included appraisers in the 

definition of “Fiduciary”

• DOL is not done, however; Appraisal and Fairness Opinions 

may come up again in the future

• AI has called for DOL to differentiate between these two 

services

• Win for AI…for now: DOL will address appraisals, apparently 

focused on ESOP appraisals and fairness opinions  



Federal Regulatory

Completed:

HUD: PACE Loans Mortgagee Letter 2016-11

• For 1st time, permits FHA financing to be used to 

purchase/refinance properties with energy-related 

home improvements that have been financed 

using the PACE program.

• Appraisers are required to analyze and report the 

impact of PACE energy improvements on the 

value of the property

• Some concerns on high LTV and risk to FHA 

Insurance Fund



Federal Regulatory

Pending:

AMC National Registry Fee proposal (FIRREA)
- Fees required to be included on National AMC Registry

- $25 x number of appraisers working for or contracting with AMC 

in such State during the previous year

– AI Comments:

• ASC has not satisfied the requirements of the Regulatory 

Flexibility Act.

• Beyond the 400-500 AMCs themselves, this proposed rule 

will indirectly effect up to 25,000 appraisers.

• Registry fees will likely be passed through to real estate 

appraisal service providers, the vast majority of which are 

small businesses.

• No estimated revenue projection from the ASC



Federal Regulatory

Pending:

Appraisal threshold levels – Paperwork 

Reduction Act review (FIRREA)

• Bank regulators required to review requirements 

every 10 years

• Community banks complained about appraisal 

requirements in outreach meetings and comment 

letters, especially with regard to rural/ag lending

• Report due to Congress this year, Interagency 

workgroup created to study threshold levels and 

exemptions 



Federal Regulatory

Completed 

FHA Handbook 4000.1

-Some appraisers, lenders and real estate agents 

have expressed concern with various requirements, 

however, an AI review indicates that most of the 

requirements previously existed 

-AI concerns focused on inspection clarification and 

issues with Direct Endorsement lenders

-Ongoing concerns with FHA Appraiser Roster 

requirements



Federal Regulatory

Completed 

FAA Rule on Unmanned Aerial Systems 

(Drones)

-Rule ends the need for operators to have pilot’s 

license for drones under 55 pounds.

-Still have to comply with strict requirements to 

protect those on the ground.

– Need to pass a test.

– Be vetted by TSA.

– Register your drone.



114th Congress

• Political Landscape: Republican controlled House and 

Senate, majorities slipping?

• Democratic controlled White House

• 2016 elections ahead



114th Congress

• The Financial CHOICE Act

– Dodd-Frank “Repeal & Replace”

– House Republican vision for financial reform

– Includes one section relating to examination standards 

that concerns the AI 

• Provision would establish examination standards that would tie 

the hands of bank examiners in requiring new appraisals for 

existing loans where there are safety and soundness concerns

– AI provided comment last week encouraging inclusion 

of appraisal regulatory reform and revision of 

examination section 



114th Congress

Appraisal Regulatory Modernization

• Key issues:

– Federal regulation

– State-by-state portability 

– Uneven playing field 

– “Recipe” approach to appraisal 

– Federal agency rules



114th Congress

• Earlier this year, the Appraisal Institute released key 

principles for modernizing appraisal regulation:

– Align appraisal regulation with the regulatory structures recently 

enacted by Congress for other industries addressing the issue of 

multistate licensing through technology/licensing platform.

– Explore a nationwide platform or portal for valuation professionals, 

those who use appraisal services and state regulators that would 

be used to process license applications and renewals to eliminate 

redundancies and regulatory burdens.

– Provide clear audit processes for state appraiser regulators

– Improve appraisal quality by re-engaging highly qualified real 

estate valuation professionals.

– Establish appropriate levels of oversight and reasonable limitations 

for entities authorized by Congress, which is consistent with 

previous congressional action.



114th Congress

Appraisal Regulatory Modernization

• Status

– AI is not the only organization raising appraisal issues

– Last hearings on appraisal oversight –

• House in 2012 and Senate 2004

• Part of House Financial Services Committee oversight plan

• Several Senators have expressed concern about a potential 

shortage of appraisers

– ABA-AI-NAHB-TAF letter

– No bill has been introduced; a couple of drafts have circulated

– Hearing(s) likely either later this year or next



114th Congress

• SAVE Act
– Added to the Sen. Energy Policy Modernization Act. 

– FHA loans only

– Ensures energy efficient reports are provided to 

appraisers and requires appraisers to consider energy 

efficiency

– Requires Certified appraisers for any property utilizing 

an energy efficient report

– Substantively addressed in new Handbook 4000.1



114th Congress

• Preserve Access to CRE Capital Act, HR 4620 

• Supported by AI, RER, NAREIT, CREFC…

• Addresses CMBS concerns on Risk Retention rules

• Would establish standards for regulations addressing 

one provision that was opposed by AI 

– Regulators would be prohibited from imposing separate loan-

to-value ratio caps on qualified commercial real estate loans 

that are documented with appraisals that utilize “lower” 

capitalization rates than other loans



114th Congress

• Indian Trust Asset Reform Act, HR 812

– Enacted June 22, 2016

– Promotes tribal self determination 

• Requires that appraisals and valuations of Indian 

trust property are administered by a single bureau, 

agency, or other administrative entity within the DOI

• Minimum qualifications.—Secretary shall establish 

and publish in the Federal Register minimum 

qualifications for individuals to prepare appraisals 

and valuations of Indian trust property

• DOI to accept such appraisals 



State Issues

• Standards Modernization 

– Allow appraisers to use standards other than USPAP 

when doing non-mortgage lending appraisal work

– Modeled after other professional licensure 

arrangements that allow professionals to work under 

generally recognized standards

– GA, NY, and OK already allow for the use of 

standards in addition to USPAP for non-FRT 

assignments



State Issues

• Evaluations

– The “Appraisal Exemptions”

• Estimates that over 70% of transactions don’t require 

appraisals

– IAEGs – development and reporting for evaluations 

• Not USPAP compliant, but much less than an appraisal but 

include an estimate of “market value”

– Appraisers “cut-out” of this work

• AO-13

– Performed by other real estate professionals

– Lenders would prefer to use and pay appraisers



State Issues

• State jurisdiction over evaluation services 

providers because of “market value”? 

– Not likely due to federal pre-emption

• Why shouldn’t appraisers be allowed to 

perform non-USPAP compliant 

evaluations?

– GA and TN allow the practice; IN may allow



State Issues

• AMC registration and related issues

– Recovery funds

– C & R fee rules and actions

» LA enforcement action; GA, KY, LA, TX, UT, VA fee studies

• Background Checks
– 46 states have enacted; most under more onerous AQB proposal

» AQB now allows states much more flexibility

• Appraisal Review
– Some states, including IL, require out-of-state appraisers to be 

licensed in-state to review an appraisal of a subject property in the 

state

• BPOs



Industry Issues

• Valuation for Financial Reporting

– SEC has backed away from IFRS convergence

– Fair value still on radar in various ways

– PCAOB projects on Use of Specialists and Fair Value

• FASB Leases Project 

– Consulting opportunities – buy/lease decisions

• FASB Definition of a “Business” 

– M&A valuations



Thank you

• Questions?
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